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Salvador Gaytan:

Welcome to SmileTalk, an entertaining and informative dental talk
show, featuring the latest news and developments in dentistry. I’m
Salvador Gaytan here with…

Dr. John Chao:

Dr. John Chao, hi everybody.

Salvador Gaytan:

For anyone that -- Dr. John does like questions. You can submit
those at AlhambraDental.com, isn’t that right?

Dr. John Chao:

That’s right. Call us or email us. But we have breaking news from
Australia.

Salvador Gaytan:

We have breaking news about the lost sailor with the perfect teeth,
Dr. John.

Dr. John Chao:

His perfect teeth helped authorities to identify him. He and his
ship, and the crew had been totally lost since 1941.

Salvador Gaytan:

1941, wow.

Dr. John Chao:

You want to hear the story?

Salvador Gaytan:

Let’s hear the story, Dr. John.

Dr. John Chao:

Okay, the story is, there was a ship called HMAS Sydney, that had
a run-in with a German warship in 1941. Both boats sunk, the
German boat sunk and the Sydney also sunk, but Sydney sunk with
all crew members gone, disappeared, and they were never to be
heard from again.
But around that time, they discovered that there was a dead sailor
in a little boat that landed on Christmas Island. This is an island a
couple of thousand kilometers from Perth.

Salvador Gaytan:

Australia.

Dr. John Chao:

Australia. This sailor was found and was buried. The name on his
uniform was McGowan. McGowan has a brother, and so
McGowan thought that this corpse must be one of the sailors from
the ship that was totally lost. He tried to get the government to
exhume the body of his brother for many, many years.
So, finally he was able to get the government to exhume the body
and to find out whether it’s his brother or not. So, Mr. McGowan,
his name is Bryan, thought that his brother who was named as
Tom, had perfect set of teeth.
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How does he know that? He said his brother never had any trouble
with his teeth. So, he assumed that his brother had perfect teeth. It
so happened that out of the 1750 mouths examined by dentists in
that country between 36 and 38, only one recruit had perfect teeth.
Salvador Gaytan:

One recruit, wow.

Dr. John Chao:

So, if he’s able to exhume this body, and this body has perfect
teeth, chances are that that is his brother. They were able to
exhume the body and found that this sailor had perfect teeth.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, the perfect teeth identified this sailor years later.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah. So, the perfect teeth was a clue, and so therefore there are
some concrete evidence to show that somehow the boat was in the
vicinity, and one of these days they may be able to find it. So, the
perfect teeth helped identify a long lost sailor from 1941.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, what’s interesting, a little tidbit in that article. You said there
were what, 1750 sailors examined, and only one had perfect teeth.
That is…

Dr. John Chao:

Had perfect teeth. What’s the chances of that, right? But it
occurred to me reading this news release, that they should also be
able to use DNA evidence to establish a connection between
brothers.

Salvador Gaytan:

Right, well, yeah they could. But I’ll tell you what, this is a lot
cheaper.

Dr. John Chao:

But this is not in the article though.

Salvador Gaytan:

It’s not in the article. It was a lot cheaper way too maybe, you
know what I mean? [Crosstalk]

Dr. John Chao:

But it’s more interesting to use perfect set of teeth to identify
somebody, and then just a little DNA test, it’s not as interesting.

Salvador Gaytan:

Exactly, exactly. Well, Dr. John, you know what, I have a little
breaking news story of myself, how about that?

Dr. John Chao:

Okay, bring it to me, bring it to me, to our audience.
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Salvador Gaytan:

It’s a small little tidbit, but we are in November, but October, there
is a big Oktoberfest festival in Germany, the last two weeks.
You’re familiar with that, right?

Dr. John Chao:

I’ve never been there.

Salvador Gaytan:

You’ve never been there. Well, they have some Oktoberfest here
too, but only like a couple of days.

Dr. John Chao:

That’s where the song comes from, ‘Roll out the Barrel’, right?
One of my favorite songs, ‘Roll out the barrels’.

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, I don’t know, maybe it does. A lot of drinking, two week
festival, international, a lot of people go to Germany, so they
release these statistics every year about what is lost during the two
weeks in Oktoberfest in Germany.
Here is a short rundown, 1250 items of clothing, 700 passports,
420 wallets, 320 cell phones, 75 cameras, a few other
miscellaneous things, even one toaster. Can you believe that,
somebody lost a toaster?

Dr. John Chao:

That’s the average, right?

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s just for this year.

Dr. John Chao:

This year, okay.

Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, and then it says here at the bottom, “And as every year, one
set of dentures” in Oktoberfest.

Dr. John Chao:

Well, this is why California has a law. When you make somebody
a set of dentures, you must put the name of that patient on the
denture.

Salvador Gaytan:

Right, for simple identification.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, whoever lost his teeth, has their name on it, they can find
them. But in Germany, if you go to Oktoberfest, you should put the
phone number on the denture too.

Salvador Gaytan:

Maybe your passport number or something like that.

Dr. John Chao:

So they can go…
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Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, that might be -- you know what, they probably are not going
go through the trouble though.

Dr. John Chao:

But I think it’s more unusual than the fact that there is a set of
dentures missing. What is more amazing to me is there were 400
wallets.

Salvador Gaytan:

400 wallets, 420 wallets.

Dr. John Chao:

You know how unbelievable that is?

Salvador Gaytan:

I know.

Dr. John Chao:

That people would turn in 400 wallets?

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, I don’t know.

Dr. John Chao:

Were they empty, sure they would have no money, and the credit
cards?

Salvador Gaytan:

No, that doesn’t say necessarily they were turned in, people just
reported that they lost their wallet.

Dr. John Chao:

Oh, they lost it?

Salvador Gaytan:

So, I’m sure that…

Dr. John Chao:

Well, how many were found?

Salvador Gaytan:

It doesn’t say how many were found.

Dr. John Chao:

Probably none.

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, yeah, but you know about a true story, now that you
mentioned that? Because there was an SE football game, I got
tickets from you.

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, I remember that story, tell us that story.

Salvador Gaytan:

I got tickets from you, this was, I don’t know, two or three years
ago, I had my niece and her good friend. We were all excited to go
to the USC-UCLA football game at the Rose Bowl, and we had
some food bags with us, and we were packing.
I had my wallet with the tickets in my back pocket, and the crowd
was just bumper to bumper when we got to the gates. Somehow I
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get to the gate, look for my tickets, and my wallet is gone, gone.
I’m thinking I’ve been pick-pocketed, it’s what I’m thinking.
I say, “How could I possibly? It couldn’t have gone.” Oh my God,
here I am, my niece, my sister, no tickets. So, we go to lost and
found, nobody turned it in during the first quarter. I was trying to
get a hold of you, but you couldn’t hear your cell phone.
So, finally I went to this one ticket counter, talked to a manager
there and I said, “Hey, we lost our tickets.” But I had looked at the
tickets, and I knew the isle and the row, the section in my mind.
So, I was able to -- because you had season tickets. I was able to -they were able to look up your tickets and they could verify that
yeah, I knew the ticket numbers.
You know what they actually did after the first quarter? They
issued new tickets, so that we could go in there. So, I thought,
“Okay, at least I’m saved, right? At least I got my niece and them
into the football game, and her friend,” who cares about my
wallet? And my wallet did have $500 in it.
You know the story though that at the kicker, in the third quarter,
somebody comes up to me and says, “Hey, you need to come down
to the lost and found, we have your wallet.”
Dr. John Chao:

Who is somebody?

Salvador Gaytan:

It was someone from the lost and found.

Dr. John Chao:

One of the attendants?

Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, one of the attendants came up to me, and that I had
complained to, because they knew, they issued the tickets. I came
down there, someone turned in my wallet at half time with the
money and the tickets.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, that’s a great story.

Salvador Gaytan:

Right. So, anyway, moving on, Dr. John, we do have some Rapid
Fire Five questions for our audience today, very interesting
questions, and are you ready, Dr. John?

Dr. John Chao:

Okay, shoot away.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay, our first question, mouth guards can prevent neck injuries in
sports, true or false?
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Dr. John Chao:

That’s actually true. We’ll talk about that.

Salvador Gaytan:

True, okay, absolutely. Number two: Infants are not affected by
tooth decay, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

That’s false.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s false.

Dr. John Chao:

You can give me something harder.

Salvador Gaytan:

I know. But I’ll tell you what though, a lot of people…

Dr. John Chao:

We don’t need to talk about that.

Salvador Gaytan:

Number three: A fractured tooth must be removed immediately or
it will decay, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

That’s false.

Salvador Gaytan:

It’s false. There’s a lot of ways people can fracture a tooth, which
you’re going to go into. The best place to put a knocked out tooth
is back in the mouth, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, you have to think about that one, that’s actually true.

Salvador Gaytan:

That is true?

Dr. John Chao:

Actually true.

Salvador Gaytan:

Wow, and you’ll tell us why that’s true.

Dr. John Chao:

You’d want to wash that tooth out though, don’t put it in with the
dirt.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s right. Question number five: Dental hypersensitivity is not
very common, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

No, it’s actually quite common, and we get complaints about that
all the time.

Salvador Gaytan:

Alright. For anyone just tuning in, you’re listening to SmileTalk,
with Dr. John Chao, and you can reach him at
AlhambraDental.com with any of your questions or other
requested information. Okay, question number one, Dr. John:
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Mouth guards can prevent neck injuries in sports. There is some
truth to that. Why is that?
Dr. John Chao:

Okay, because now if it’s properly made, a blow to the jaws will
be cushioned. We’re not talking about those things you buy
from…

Salvador Gaytan:

A sporting goods store.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, and then you put it in your mouth. Those things are okay,
but if it’s properly made with enough cushioning material between
the upper and lower jaws, you’ll cushion the blow, you’ll prevent
of course broken teeth. You prevent jaw fractures, you prevent
cerebral hemorrhages and neck injuries. It’s very, very effective if
it’s custom fabricated. Your dentist has to make it for you.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, why is that? Why does it need to be custom fabricated versus
something that you can buy generic in a sporting goods store?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, what you buy in the stores are not really made for you, and it
doesn’t have the cushioning effect. It could be ill fitting, it could
even cause more problems when you get hit. So, when the blow is
cushioned, then the damage is less.

Salvador Gaytan:

I see.

Dr. John Chao:

So, if you look at your jaw, the way the jaw bone is formed, the
jaw is shaped like a U, with each end just below the midbrain. So,
when you hit the lower jaw, the force is transmitted directly to the
midbrain. There is only a little bit of bone between…

Salvador Gaytan:

The midbrain, you mean like below the ear area?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, just in front of the ear, just above the top of the jaw joint, the
TMJ. So, that can knock you out, and this is how people get
knocked out during boxing matches. So, that is very, very
important, especially if you play contact sports. Now, you play
basketball, didn’t you, in school?

Salvador Gaytan:

Yes, basketball, yeah.

Dr. John Chao:

I understand you’re quite a standout.

Salvador Gaytan:

Basketball was fun, high school, a little college.
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Dr. John Chao:

Weren’t you champions, national champions or something in the
high school?

Salvador Gaytan:

Not high school, but in my National AAU Junior Olympic Team,
because we won it twice when I was -- see, I was actually 11 and
13, we were national champions.

Dr. John Chao:

You were an Olympian?

Salvador Gaytan:

That is true, a junior Olympian.

Dr. John Chao:

Olympian, junior Olympian, oh my God.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s right, that was fun, we had gold medals and all the thing.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, what happened to you since? I’m just kidding, now you’re a
golfer, right, now you’re a champion in golfing.

Salvador Gaytan:

I gave up basketball, my days ended in college, and I went to golf,
because I miss the competition.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, so now you are Mr. Orange County, right, or something like
that?

Salvador Gaytan:

In Golf, yeah, I won the Orange County championship, yeah, in
2008. Non-contact, so I don’t think I need a mouth guard.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, the reason I brought it up -- now, I’m going to challenge you
on that. I see more teeth broken from basketball than I do from
football.

Salvador Gaytan:

Really?

Dr. John Chao:

You think basketball is less violent? In a way it is, but it can injure
your mouth a lot easier, because you get elbows flying around.
You bump into other people’s heads, right, you can fall down. One
guy broke his tooth when he fell down. His front teeth landed on
the basketball.

Salvador Gaytan:

Oh, wow.

Dr. John Chao:

Well, all kinds of stuff happens. So, I don’t know any studies about
it, but my impression is, you can have more dental injuries playing
basketball.
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Salvador Gaytan:

Well, at least in football, they are all wearing something, but it is
true though, if I were playing basketball today knowing what I
know, I would definitely wear a mouthpiece, and more
professionals you see in the NBA, you’ll see more of them wear
mouthpieces.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, not only to protect your teeth, actually it’s to protect your
brain, and prevent jaw fractures.

Salvador Gaytan:

That is correct.

Dr. John Chao:

Now, guess how many teeth per year are knocked out as a result of
sports activities? Just guess, just guess, in the nation per year?

Salvador Gaytan:

I’m going to guess 10,000.

Dr. John Chao:

According to the American Dental Association, this is authoritative
source, more than 1.2 million teeth -- I’m reading it word for word
-- are knocked out each year due to sports related injuries.

Salvador Gaytan:

Wow.

Dr. John Chao:

1.2 million, you know how many bridges dentists have to
construct, implants and root canals, caps?

Salvador Gaytan:

That alone is going to keep dentists in business forever.

Dr. John Chao:

That is just sports related, how about accidents, kids falling down,
all kinds of stuff. Cheerleading, that’s a hazardous sport.

Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, because of all the tumbling.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, I’ve treated cheerleaders, jaw problems and broken teeth,
and all kinds of stuff. So, maybe they should be wearing sports
guards.

Salvador Gaytan:

That would be pretty gruesome visually, all of them wearing big
mouth guards.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, I don’t think that would become popularly accepted in…

Salvador Gaytan:

No. Okay, Dr. John, let’s get to question number two, infants are
not affected by tooth decay, that is false.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, that’s false. They can get decay from fruit drinks, sodas.
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Salvador Gaytan:

Candy.

Dr. John Chao:

Candy.

Salvador Gaytan:

Even food, right?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, just -- so their teeth are just as vulnerable as anybody else’s,
and the parents need to take care of their teeth. Now, when do you
think the parents should bring the child to the dentist? How soon?

Salvador Gaytan:

I will say as soon as they have some choppers, maybe two years
old?

Dr. John Chao:

They get their baby teeth sooner than that.

Salvador Gaytan:

Really?

Dr. John Chao:

So, the rule is six months after the first tooth.

Salvador Gaytan:

Six months after the first tooth -- when does a child usually have
the first tooth?

Dr. John Chao:

It could be within a year, a year and a half.

Salvador Gaytan:

A year, year and a half, huh?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, so they should be actually as soon as they see a tooth, take
the child to the dentist, okay.

Salvador Gaytan:

Get them in there.

Dr. John Chao:

Not just to check on the tooth, but as kind of a friendly visit, and
let the dentist advise you, the parent, on how to take care of your
child, how to brush it. For instance, use a very tiny little small
brush that’s really soft, and just brush it.
I personally don’t advise parents use fluoridated toothpaste. I know
the official line is use fluoridated toothpaste. I’ve got a problem
with children having fluoride.

Salvador Gaytan:

Too much fluoride bad?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, yeah, and then they swallow it, and it’s not meant for
swallowing. If you look at toothpaste warnings, it says don’t let
anybody use it who’s under six years of age. So, it’s contradictory
to say that you should put some fluoride toothpaste on a toothbrush
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and brush the baby’s teeth. I don’t like that. I maybe the minority,
but that’s what I think.
So, but anyway, do keep your baby’s teeth clean, and don’t -please, please, please don’t let them go to bed with a bottle of fruit
juice or milk.
Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, no, no, no.

Dr. John Chao:

Their teeth are going to be all rotten, and then they have to go
under general anesthesia to get their teeth worked on, it’s just a bad
experience.

Salvador Gaytan:

Sure they’re very bad for kids.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, very bad for kids.

Salvador Gaytan:

Their teeth.

Dr. John Chao:

Especially before bed.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay, Dr. John, question number three: A fractured tooth must be
removed immediately or it will decay, that is false.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, you’d want to take care of it, but you don’t want to take it
out, unless it’s just broken down in a hopeless manner. So, yeah,
you want to be careful though. Now, what do you think are some
other ways people crack or break their teeth besides the accidents,
get into a bar fight or [crosstalk].

Salvador Gaytan:

I know, yeah. I know one friend that cracked a tooth chomping
down on an almond.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, nuts, popcorn, anything hard, especially the things with…

Salvador Gaytan:

Ice.

Dr. John Chao:

Tiny little seeds on it -- ice too, but those little things with tiny
seeds, and they get between the teeth, and the seed gets between a
crevice, where there maybe some kind of a crack already. Then
you chomp down on it, that will fracture the tooth. Or just crack
the tooth, and you end up having root canals.

Salvador Gaytan:

This friend, they bit into a nut with their front teeth, and a piece
fractured of the tooth. You never should bite anything with your
front teeth, really, should you? I mean it’s hard.
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Dr. John Chao:

No, nothing hard. What generally happens is, they’ll feel a little
crack, or they hear it or they’ll ignore it, and then when they floss
their teeth in the morning or brush their teeth in the morning, “Oh
my God, doctor, I just brushed my teeth, and my tooth broke.”
Well, it happened before that, it happened before that. So, people
have to be careful.

Salvador Gaytan:

If someone fractures a tooth, you can actually sand it if it’s a small
fracture, so it doesn’t fracture more. Is that right?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, if it’s got jagged edges. But now that you brought it up, if
let’s say it’s a front tooth, and the tooth fractured, and you have
one piece left, the tooth is in your mouth, but there is one piece,
save that piece, bring it to the dentist. It’s like a jigsaw puzzle, we
can actually put it back.

Salvador Gaytan:

Oh wow.

Dr. John Chao:

And glue it back on.

Salvador Gaytan:

Interesting.

Dr. John Chao:

Don’t forget that. So, if it’s one or two pieces, pick it up.

Salvador Gaytan:

And keep it.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, keep it and take it to your dentist right away.

Salvador Gaytan:

Fantastic. Okay, next question, Dr. John: The best place to put a
tooth that is knocked out, is back in your mouth. That is true?

Dr. John Chao:

That’s true. Now, what you do is, we’re talking about a whole
tooth that avulsed. This entire thing, not part of it, came out.

Salvador Gaytan:

Right, with the root and everything.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, everything, everything is there. You got a tooth on it, you
got a tooth there, it’s probably on the floor somewhere along with
the blood from your mouth and everything.
Don’t panic, find it, wash it. Don’t scrub it, because you want to
preserve all the tissue that’s on the root. But make sure it’s washed
and clean, and then put it in your mouth, because that’s the best
environment. It’s got saliva, it’s got all the nutrients, you’ll keep it
moist.
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Salvador Gaytan:

So, you want to keep the tooth moist to keep the tissue and the
roots alive as long as possible.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, in the oral environment, it’s where it belongs. Of course, I
realize there’s germs and so on, but you have saliva there, saliva
kills germs. So, it’s more or less in the best environment.

Salvador Gaytan:

And then get to a dentist immediately.

Dr. John Chao:

Immediately, but don’t swallow it. I mean if the guys have drowsy,
and he is not himself, and you put something in his mouth and he
swallows it. That’s not good.
But if he has his wits about him, he is pretty alert, you can have
him or her keep the tooth between the cheek and the gum, and then
go to the first available dentist. It doesn’t have to be your own
dentist too far away. Wherever it is, get to the dentist within 30
minutes.

Salvador Gaytan:

And get that tooth back into the gum line.

Dr. John Chao:

He’ll put it back in for him, yeah. He’ll put it back in the socket,
and he’ll bond it or stabilize it with something, with wires or glue,
whatever, and then you can save the tooth.

Salvador Gaytan:

Absolutely.

Dr. John Chao:

Eventually, you may have to do a root canal on it, but at least you
save the tooth, and then you don’t have to walk around without the
tooth. Otherwise, you’re going to have an implant, a bridgework
and so on, it’s really, really a mess.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay, Dr. John, our last question. We’re getting down to the wire
here, but we’re getting our last question in.

Dr. John Chao:

Alright. We’re finally on time.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s right. Dental hypersensitivity is not very common, that’s
false.

Dr. John Chao:

It’s absolutely very common. Now, according to the Academy of
General Dentistry, I read, “One in five people in the United States
experience dentin hypersensitivity at some point in his or her life,”
one out of five.
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Salvador Gaytan:

That means their teeth are more sensitive to what…?

Dr. John Chao:

Cold, to cold or touch.

Salvador Gaytan:

Cold or touch.

Dr. John Chao:

Now, what happens is that you over brush your teeth, especially
along the gum line, and that actually mechanically abrades the
enamel and the root and the gum. Then, the dentin, which contains
little tubules, that has little tiny nerves in it, and those little tubules
are exposed.
Then you put a little hot, a little cold, you touch it, and then it’s
going to be sensitive. The other is just chemical erosion. You drink
a lot of the juices, you sip juices or you have regurgitation of the
stomach, different things like that. That can be…

Salvador Gaytan:

Or maybe some people have just thin enamel.

Dr. John Chao:

Thin enamel that can erode easily, and then you’ll have that
exposure. That’s why it’s so common. Now, there is another
reason why teeth are very often sensitive. I haven’t read any
studies on it, but it has to do with clenching your teeth.
If you clench your teeth a lot, whether it’s during the daytime as a
nervous habit or during your sleep, and it has to do with breathing
and sleep apnea and so on. Then there is so much force on your
teeth, that the nerves in the teeth are traumatized.
So, it’s inflamed and it’s swollen inside, and it’s going to be extra
sensitive to any stimulus, sometime to even biting on something.
Then certainly it’s going to be sensitive to cold, and sensitive to
touch.
So, even though that’s not spoken of very commonly, in my
opinion as one dentist, I think I believe clenching and grinding
your teeth has a lot to do with hypersensitivity.

Salvador Gaytan:

Fascinating. Well, we’re coming to the conclusion of our show, Dr.
John, it went fast again, what’d you think?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, I thought we had fun. I hope the audience had some fun
listening to our jabbering, at least yours.

Salvador Gaytan:

Oh, you’re calling me a jabber, alright, I see how it goes.
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Dr. John Chao:

I’ve been jabbering more this time, so I’m probably more the
jabber.

Salvador Gaytan:

I see how it goes, Dr. John, lots of good fun. Well, that’s a wrap.
You can contact Dr. John at AlhambraDental.com or 626-3089104. Talk to you later.

Dr. John Chao:

Okay, tune in next week.

[END OF AUDIO]
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